
CS223B Homework Assignment 1 Solution GuideSebastian Thrun, Dan Maynes-Aminzade, Mitul Sahas223b�gmail.om1: Programming a Feature Detetor (65 Points)Overview of Assignment SubmissionsA summary of the grading statistis for the programming portion of the assignment an befound here:http://s223b.stanford.edu/homework/hw1/hw1results.pptA detailed analysis of various solutions to the problem has been posted here:http://s223b.stanford.edu/homework/hw1/detailed-hw1-reap.pptIn addition, writeups for two of the highest soring student submissions have been posted inthe hw1/SOLUTIONS diretory.Reheking Your SubmissionIf you'd like to ontinue to improve the performane of your ar detetor, you an now evaluateits performane on all 100 soure images. Chek the LABELED diretory, whih has been updatedwith 100 hand-labeled images, orresponding to the 100 soure images. The soring sript isavailable here:http://s223b.stanford.edu/homework/hw1/hw1sorer.zip2: Perspetive Geometry (20 Points)Consider a sene that ontains 5 ollinear features, A, B, C, D, and E, where ollinearity isde�ned in 3D oordinates. We know that under perspetive projetion, the projeted features arealso ollinear in the 2D image plane.(a) Suppose A, B, C, D, and E are all equidistant. Will the order of the projeted points(along the projeted line) always be the same in the amera image? If yes, argue why this must bethe ase. If no, provide a ounterexample.(b) Will the observed features also be equidistant in the image plane? If yes, argue why. Ifnot, argue why not.() What are the impliations of the previous answer for stereo vision? Spei�ally, supposewe �nd �ve ollinear features a, b, , d, e in the left image, will they also be ollinear in the rightimage? If yes, argue why; if not, provide a ounterexample.(d) Suppose the projeted points a, b, , d, e are ollinear in both stereo images. Can we expetthat the order is preserved? Again, argue the orretness or provide a ounterexample.
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HW1 CS223bSebastian Thrun, Dan Maynes-Aminzade, Mitul Sahas223b�gmail.om(a) Yes, they will. It's the diret result of the fat that the projetion is linear.(b) No, with the exeption of uninteresting degenerate ases. Distant objets appear smaller underperspetive projetion.() Collinearity in the 2D image spae does not imply ollinearity in 3D oordinates. Non-ollinearpoints in 3D spae an often be viewed from a diretion suh that their 2D projetion is ollinear.(d) Unfortunately not. The answer was already given in lass when we observed that a foregroundobjet an shift relative to the bakground.3: Hough Transform (15 Points)Suppose you use the Hough Line Transform (desribed in Setion 5.2 textbook) to map theedges of a planar hexagon in the (�, �) spae.(a) What will be the arrangement of the \peaks" in the (�, �) spae?(b) How does the arrangement hange when you rotate and translate the polygon?() How does your answer in (a) ompare with the answer for 6 lines all interseting at thesame point?(a) Sine the hexagon is regular, all the sides are an equal distane from the origin, so the �omponents of the peaks will be the same. Eah side of the hexagon is rotated 60 degrees relativeto the previous side, so the � omponents of the peaks will be at 60 degree intervals. Hene thepeaks will be equidistant along the line � = r, where r is the distane from the origin to eah sideof the hexagon.(b) When the hexagon is rotated about the origin, the � omponent of eah peak will shift by thesame amount, while its � omponent stays �xed. So the peaks will remain on the line � = r, shiftedby a �xed amount orresponding to the amount of rotation of the hexagon.() Sine the lines all interset at the origin, that their � values will all be 0. In the Hough spae wewill see 6 peaks along the line � = 0, with the � oordinate of eah point mathing the orientationof its orresponding line.
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